IMDS Advanced Training

The focus of this training is on IMDS advanced functionality for Administration, MDS Request and Update features, and the newest features introduced in IMDS versions 11.0 and 11.1. Also included is a group exercise that enables participants to apply the combination of skills and knowledge gained from the Basic and/or Standard training session(s). This exercise provides an opportunity for the trainee to think on their own and to apply their understanding. The purposed is to provide a realistic scenario as a “test run” for participants to complete actual company data submissions.

Highlights of Training Sessions

- Company Administrator “Administration Tab Functionality”
  - Organization Units and MDS Specific Statistics
- IMDS MDS Request Feature
  - Creating and responding to an IMDS MDS Request
- Marking MDSs as Obsolete
- Forwarding Raw Material datasheet (MMDS)
- Performing mass MDS updates (using MDS Update feature)
- Group exercise as a practice run before stepping into the position of completing actual company data submissions
- Summation of best practices for communications and staying up-to-date with changing requirements

This is the ideal session for those who are ready to move beyond “the basics.” A major focus is on streamlining techniques and processes to best integrate the IMDS requirement into your organization to:

- Improve supplier and customer communication
- Improve data quality
- Successfully meet customer deadlines
- Plan/Prepare for changes with GADSL, OEM Requirements and Annex II

Tetra Tech Office Training Sites

- Ann Arbor, MI
- Research Triangle Park, NC
- Cincinnati, OH
- Orlando, FL
- Mississauga, Ontario

Contact Information

For current classroom availability or more information, please contact one of our Tetra Tech Training Coordinators via email at IMDS@tetratech.com.

Attendees will have access to the IMDS training server for 30 days.
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